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but encounters substantial difficulties in estimating exact
parameter values.
In this paper, we introduce a set of visual speech features based on the mesh for efficient lipreading of Korean
vowels. The effectiveness of mesh feature in dealing with
spatial complexity of signals has been successfully proven
in many pattern recognition based applications, especially
in character recognition [9]. Three types of mesh features
are extracted from the region of interest (ROI) in each
frame of a lip image sequence, according to the mesh
shapes: the same shape of basic meshes, overlapping
meshes to overcome the boundary problem occurring on
the boundary of the basic meshes, and variable shape
meshes specially designed to reflect directional characteristics of the lip movements.
The ROI is determined using the distance between the
left and right lip comer points, and the lip thickness of a
speaker. Thus, the exact lip comer points and thickness
should be firstly detected for automatic extraction of the
mesh feature representing properly the spatio-temporal
information of the lip movements. We propose an efficient
method of finding lip comers by a coarse procedure including binarization and connected component analysis
(CCA) [7] to estimate initial position of the comer points
and a fine-tuning procedure to locate their exact positions.
The lip thickness is simply determined by searching a certain region bounded by the estimated lip comers. In
recognition experiments on seven Korean vowels, we
evaluate the performances of the mesh features by implementing a multi-speakers lipreading system based on the
discrete hidden Markov models (HMMs).

Abstract
This paper proposes three types of mesh features to analyze the lip movements of the speakers, which show much
of spatio-temporal variability. These features are extracted
from the region of interest around the lips, which is divided
into the same shape meshes, the overlapping meshes considering the boundary problem, or the variable shape
meshes properly reflecting the characteristic lip movements.
The left and right comer points of lips are automatically
detected from an image sequence by using a coarse-to-fine
processing based on the binarization and connected component analysis, thereby effectively determining the region
of interest to be partitioned into mesh features. The recognition performances of these mesh features are empirically
evaluated through a series of experiments on visually recognizing seven Korean vowels by implementing a
lipreading system based on the discrete hidden Markov
models. The experimental results show that the proposed
mesh features are quite efficient for characterizing the lip
shapes and movements. Specially, the mesh feature by
variable shape meshes achieves a noticeable recognition
performance for lipreading.
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Introduction

Humans, especially the hearing impaired, utilize visual
information, lipreading or speechreading, for the improved
accuracy of speech recognition, because the lip movements
provide valuable information for the visual categorization
of speech. In the McGurk effect [I], it was shown that human perception of acoustic speech is affected by the visual
cues of the lip movements. Therefore, several successful
attempts [2-61 on utilizing the visual information of speech
have been made to construct a noise-tolerant speech recognition system in highly noisy environment.
In order to improve the performance of lipreading, it is
quite necessary to extract the robust visual speech features,
which are considered to well represent the dynamic characteristics of the lip movements during the utterance of a
speaker. Most of the previous approaches have utilized the
image-based method [2][3] or the model-based method
[4][5] to extract the visual speech information from the
given image sequences. In the first approach, the image
intensities are measured and employed as a feature vector
after performing a certain preprocessing usually including
filtering and dimension reduction for an input image. It is
quite sensitive to the variations in illumination; if the intensity or direction of illumination changes, all the pixel
values vary, thereby resulting in the degradation of the
recognition performance. In the second approach, a model
representing the lip contours is built and the spatio-temporal parameters of the model are estimated for the
visual analysis of speech signal. Usually this method requires the small set of parameters to describe the lip model
I
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Database for Lipreading

Our ultimate interest is to build a multi-speakers
lipreading system, which is also able to supplement the
discrimination capability of the automatic speech recognition (ASR) system. So, our audio-visual speech database
for the Korean vowels has been simultaneously collected
under the natural room lighting and pronunciation condition. However, since this paper focuses on investigating the
effectiveness of the visual features based on mesh for Koran vowel lipreading, only the visual database describing
the lip shapes and movements in the Korean utterance is
considered now.
The Korean language is composed of 2 1 vowels (V) and
19 consonants (C). The Korean syllable types are V, CV,
VC, and CVC. It is quite notable that particularly for the
Korean language, the lip shapes of a speaker depend
dominantly on the vowel constituting a syllable except the
Thus, in this paper, we conconsonants of Ibl, /p/, and /ml.
centrate our focus on recognizing these vowels visually.
We have clustered Korean vowels into seven groups according to their lip shapes and defined these groups as the
Korean vowel visemes, which are /a,', I%/,/a/, 101, /u/, N,
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and Iil. Here, the viseme is the smallest unit of visible
speech 181.
Our database consists of 700 image sequences obtained
from 10 speakers (7 males and 3 females), each repeating
the isolated seven Korean vowels ten times, respectively. A
sequence starts with the lips being closed and continues
until it returns to the original place after utterance. The
number of frames composing a sequence varies according
to speakers and vowels. All image sequences are acquired
at 30 frameslsec and the resolution is 320 x 240 pixels with
8-bit gray levels. Figure 1 shows three examples of lip image sequences representing I d , lo/, and Iil.

Fig. 1. Lip image sequences of Korean vowels, la/, 101, and
Iil.
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Detection of Lip Corner Points and ROI

For automatic extraction of the mesh features, the exact
lip region, ROI should be firstly localized on every frame
of an image sequence. We find that region using lip comer
points, the maximum extent of lip opening, and thickness
which are detected by utilizing the gray-level intensity of
the lips. A detailed procedure is described below.
3.1 Detection of Lip Corner Points

As the first step for detecting the lip comer points, we
define the initial ROI including the lips at the first frame of
the given image sequence. Considering that the gray-level
intensity of the lips is generally lower than that of the facial
skin, the initial ROI is determined from the horizontal and
vertical projections of the binary image for the first frame.
The binary image is produced by Otsu method after histogram equalization of the gray level image.
We obtain several labeled regions by applying the CCA
method to the binary image of the initial ROI on the first
frame. As shown in Fig. 2a, the left and right points of the
biggest labeled region are appointed as the initial positions
for the corresponding lip comer points. Actually, these positions can be deviated from the real lip comer points, since
the region labeling technique depends on the illumination
condition and threshold level for binarization. Therefore, a
fine-tuning procedure is introduced to locate exact comer
points. We put the n x n square window around the initial
position and then perform above-mentioned binarization
and region labeling again within the region. In our experiments, n is set to 60. Finally, as shown in Fig. 2b, exact
comer points are acquired from the two readjusted regions.
These comer points are not always on the same horizontal
axis because a speaker's head is slightly tipped. Thus, we
calculate the tip angle 8 , as shown in Fig. 2b, and rotate
the image with respect to the center point (x,, y,) of lips
to locate comer points on the same horizontal axis.

3.2 Extraction of ROI from Lip Image Sequences
Now, we determine the optimum size of the ROI containing the lip region but excluding the surrounding facial
region as much as possible even when the lips are fully

opened. The width w of the ROI is fixed as the distance
between two lip comer points detected at the first frame.
The height h of the ROI is determined by the lip thickness and the maximum extent of the lip opening, which
vary from person to person.
Under the natural illumination condition and without
any special marker on the lips, the outer edge of the lower
lip is generally seen to be less clear than that of the upper
lip. Thus, the lip thickness of a speaker is determined using
the ratio of the thickness of the upper lip to the lip width on
the first frame. If the ratio is within the upper and lower
bounds statistically determined, the lips are classified as
the normal one. If the ratio excesses the upper bound or is
under the lower bound, then the lips are determined as
thick or thin, respectively. Let h,, and h, are the heights
of the upper and lower parts of the ROI, respectively, the
height h of ROI is given by
h = h,, + h,
where,
h, = w/2 - c ,

4, =

r

h, - Ay,,",,,

for thin lip
for normal lip
for thick lip.

h,

(1)

[h/+AY,,p
Here, Ay,, = w l a , and AY,,~= a , I'W and c , a, and
a, are constant values. We adjust the upper height h,,
depending on the lip thickness of a speaker by Eq. (1).
Specifically, as for the thin lips, h,, is reduced as much as
Ay,,,,,
to prevent the facial and nose regions intruding
into the ROI. In the case of the thick lips, expanding of h,,
as much as Ay,, prevents part of the upper lip being removed from the ROI when the lips are filly opened.
There is not much movement of the lips between two
consecutive frames, as the image sequence of our database
is obtained at 30 fiameslsec. Thus, two lip comer points of
the current frame are found by using the binarization and
CCA within the local regions around those points detected
on the previous frame. We compensate the rotational variation of the lip region in each frame, which is mainly caused
by the speaker's head movement during the utterance. Finally, the sequence of features is consistently extracted by
positioning the ROI on the center of the lip comers in each
frame without any changes in height and width which have
been determined at the first frame. Figure 3 shows the results of the detection of lip comer points and the ROI on
the image sequence of 101 in which frames are rotated by
the tip angles 8, ,respectively.
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Fig. 2. Lip comer points detection within initial ROI on the
first frame; (a) Step 1: roughly detected lip comer points,
(b) Step 2: exactly detected comer points using fine-tuning
procedure, center point (x,, y,) and tip angle B of lips.
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ing four different shapes of meshes as shown in Fig. 4b to
represent properly such characteristic lip movements. Type
1 mesh is designed to reflect the vertical moving stvle of
the lips more f&hfully and is located at the uppe;h&izontal and lower horizontal central parts of the ROI. On the
contrary, type 2 mesh is put on the left vertical and right
vertical central parts of the ROI to consider the horizontal
movements of lip comer regions. For the inner and diagonal parts of the ROI, type 3 mesh is an aforementioned
basic mesh itself. Lastly, type 4 mesh is located at four
comer parts of the ROI which are expected to contain relatively less visual information related to the lip movements
when compared to other parts. Finally, we average the gradient magnitude inside each type mesh at every frame and
define them as feature vector f{& whose dimension is 60.
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Fig. 3. An example of showing successive detection of lip
comer points (represented by black cross) and ROI (represented by rectangle) on image sequence of Korean vowel,
101.
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Extraction of Mesh Features

Now, we introduce the sequence of mesh feature vectors
extracted from the corresponding image sequence as an
input to analyze the lip movements of a speaker, which
shows much of spatio-temporal variability. In our experiment, three types of mesh features are designed and
extracted from the ROI of a lip image according to the
shapes of a mesh.
In the first case as shown Fig. 4a, the upper and lower
heights of the ROI are equally divided into four segments,
respectively, and the width of the ROI is also equally divided into eight segments. Accordingly, the ROI consists of
the same shape of 64 basic meshes. The mesh features are
extracted from the gradient magnitude map of such ROI,
since the gradient of gray-level image is more insensitive
to an illumination. The mesh feature vector flA is defined
by
/ A = [ ) ... gL
- ]T , ,=I, 2 , ... , T

-

Overlapping mesh

,

,

-

(a)
(b)
Fig. 4. Mesh features from ROI; (a) basic mesh, grid points,
and overlapping mesh, (b) variable shape meshes.

1)

gl" = - ~1 I I V I , [I ,
"b

(2)
5 Experimental Results
N , ,=,
Now, effectiveness of the proposed mesh features is
where T is the total number of frames and gy) is the
evaluated
a HMM based lipreading sysaverage value of gradient magnitude I( VI, 11 within the jth
tem to recognize seven Korean vowels. An HMM can be
basic mesh at the ith frame. Also, M and N , denote the
expressed
as A = (A, B , n ) . Here A represents
number of basic meshes in the ROI and the number of pixthe
state
transition
probability
matrix, B the observation
els within the basic mesh, respectively.
symbol probability matrix, and n the initial state
ln each frame of an image sequence, two lip comer
probability
The parameters of an HMM have been
points are not always located at the exact same positions
estimated using the Baum-Welch algorithm. The Viterbi
because the gray-level
intensity of each frame changes
algorithm has been used to evaluate the trained HMM at
frequently due to the
lip movements or
the
time
of recognition. A vector quantization procedure
head-movement during the
H
~ gy)~ in E~ ~ . ~
,
was also conducted in advance using the LBG algorithm to
(2) also can vary severely from frame to frame when the lip
build the codebook consisting of 64 fixed prototype vectors.
contour exists on the boundary of basic meshes. T~ overThus, each feature vector is converted into one of 64 symcome
boundary problem, we obtain the additional
bols for a discrete HMM, which follows immediately. For
mesh features by applying the bigger overlapping mesh
consisting of 2x2 basic meshes to each grid of the ROI as
more detailed references on the theory, computation, and
applications of HMM, the readers are referred to 11.
shown in Fig. 4a. We now define the augmented feature
We constructed three sets of HMMs according to the
vector
at ith frame by adding f f A with the average
types of mesh features and compared their performances
values of the gradient magnitude inside the overlapping
using the testing database described in Section 2. Twelve
meshes.
states were commonly assigned to all HMMs. Clearly, our
-(i)
= [g;) g?) ... gL1) gM+,
... g ) l T ,
experimental results could not be directly compared with
K
those reported elsewhere in the literature because of the
-(.
- 1
gj') - F z l l v ~ ,11,
difference of the databases used. Nevertheless, from the
(3)
/=I
result shown in the Table 1, it can be found that the prowhere K = N ,
if I s j < M
posed mesh features show fairly good recognition rates for
K=N,
if M + l s j < O .
multi-speakers lipreading when compared with results
from the previous research [3-61. Here, if the recognition
Here, N o is the number of pixels within the overlapping
result
for a given input is determined only by the HMM
mesh and 0 is 113, which is the total number of basic
with the maximum probability, the recognition rate is remeshes and overlapping meshes within the ROI.
corded as TOP 1. If we consider two HblMs which produce
It is found that the horizoiltal central parts of the upper
the first and second maximum probabilities, Top 2 is conand lower lips mainly move in the vertical direction and
sidered as the recognition performance. Note that the
the left and right comer parts of the lips move largely in the
r e c o ~ i t i o nrate of HMMs of f o ~is about 2% better in
horizontal direction during the utterance [lo]. Now, we
terms of Top 1 than that of HMMs of f ~ ,, though they
design another mesh structure imposed on the ROI by usshow similar recognition performance by Top 2. Such rewhere,

fli

fg,
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sult demonstrates that the overlapping mesh provides a
quite effective means of overcoming the deterioration in
performance mainly due to the boundary problem occurring between the basic meshes. More improvement in
recognition performance could be achieved by employing
the feature vector fVMdesigned to emphasize characteristic lip movements in the horizontal and vertical direction.
Thus, we can conclude that the f,, extracted from the
ROI by four types of variable meshes shows relatively
good discriminating power to cope with the spatio-temporal characteristics of the lip image sequences for
Korean vowels.
Table 2 shows a confusion matrix for the recognition result of f,, . It can be seen from this table that most of
classification errors occur internally within three groups
which are /a/-/ae/-/a/, 101-/u/, and /'i/-/i/. In addition, it is
occasionally found that vowel /i/ is misclassified as /a/.
These grouping and misclassifications of seven vowels
have also happened when you recognize these vowels
visually. Usually, vowel utterance requires much simpler
lip movements when compared to isolated or continuous
words utterance, which causes severe shape confusion
among the vowels, specially, when those vowels are pronounced from the multi-speakers. Thus, it is analyzed that
most of these errors were the results of such confusion
combined with a 2D spatial distortion mainly due to the
unconstraint utterance condition allowing naturalness to
each speaker.
Table 1. Recognition rates of three mesh features for
lipreading
Recognition rate (%)
Top 2
Top 1
58.6
79.7

Mesh features
f~~

f o ~

60.8

79.7

f~~

62.6

81.4

Table 2. Confusion matrix for recognition result of f,,
with four types of meshes in Top 1
Vowels
/a/

/it
Averaee

6

/a/

/=I

/a/

101 /u/ ril

/i/

Recognition
Rate

3 6 1 0 3

1

0

0

0

72.0

1

1

2

4

28

56.0
62.6

2
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Conclusions and Future Work

Three types of mesh features have been proposed to
analyze the visual information of speech signal. These features are extracted by partitioning the ROI into same shape
of basic meshes, overlapping meshes to cut down the
boundary problem appearing between two basic meshes, or
variable shape meshes to reflect the typical directional
trend of lip movements. An efficient coarse-to-fine procedure has been also introduced to detect exact two lip corner

points, whereby the optimum position and size of the ROI
are calculated even if the slight rotational variations in the
lip region exist. In lipreading experiments on seven Korean
vowels, we evaluated the recognition performance of the
proposed mesh features by implementing a multi-speakers
lipreading system based on the discrete HMMs. The experimental results show that these mesh features, specially
the variable shape mesh feature achieves the impressive
recognition performance when compared to the results of
previous research works. In the future work, we will apply
these mesh features to the isolated or continuous word
recognition and will combine our visual technique with
acoustic speech recognition system to enhance the recognition performance in a noisy environment.
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